Research Resource By far the greatest coHeclor and user of information is the government The largest portion of the data collected is for administrative purposes, eg. collection of taxes; distribution of socio-economic benefits; regulation of industry, trade and commerce, etc As a result of these activities, the government builds and maintains enormous stores of information or data banks. This information is collected continuously albeit with some periodicity, eg annual tax returns, monthly filings In addition to the information which is collected pursuant to Acts of Parliament and initiatives of the government, the various departments also carry out innumerable surveys, or commissijn surveys and opinion polls to be earned out by third parties.
(1) Some data relates to individuals while other data refers to larger aggregates such as firms, households and national accounts The number of subjects in each data bank ranges from as few as 200 to as high as 21 ,500,000.
As a matter of fact, there is a growing recognition that the various departments of govemnient may have gone too far in their mynad data collection activities The government has responded to these concerns through the "reduction of paperburden" initiative This finds expression in such management tools as forms control, data collection approval mechanisms, and data locator systems.
Perhaps the desire to reduce paperburden, while meeting the needs of the research community, can be dealt with more effectively if one institutes a new strategy for archiving these government data in a rational and consistent manner.
The Needs of the Research Community
Because of the nature of the research scientist's work, his concern for access to government records is both highly selective and strongly motivated Neither the research scientist nor an informed public can rely solely on the summary tables produced by government departments and statistical agencies Nor do such tables of aggregated statistics take into consideration the concerns of all scholars. It must be possible for the public and the research community 10 obtain the raw micro-data, conduct independent analyses, and draw their own conclusions Since the major portion of the data collected by government for administrative purposes involves privacy considerations, ways must be found to balance the freedom to do research against the individual's (including legal persons') right to pnvacy This principle is stated quite succinctly in a resolution of the Social Science Federation of Canada, passed at their May 17, 1979 meeting The resolution reads:
The opinions expressed in this paper ; of Canada, for which he prepared it : "There are socially significant fields of research for which access to personal records is indispensable. There is, therefore, a need to use personal data held by government agencies, for statistical and research purposes, in order to promote scientific understanding of important contemporary problems. This use of govemmenl data is not incompatible with the need to protect the privacy of individuals. Therefore, any federal or provincial laws for the protection of personal privacy or for access to government documents should make a clear distinction between administrative or regulatory uses of personal information, which directly affect a person, and statistical or research uses, which do not, and should explicitly recognize the legitimacy of using The role and responsibility of the Public Archives to the research community is that the desired micro-data found in govemmeni administrative records and surveys is preserved for use. An Advisory Council on Public Records in which the social sciences are represented provides a vehicle whereby the research community can make its wishes known. O)
THE POLITICAL AND LEGAL ENVIRONMENT Present Legislation and Public Attitudes
One of the rights which has been recognired in law in many countries is the right to information privacy, i.e.. that individuals have the right lo be informed about the storage of personal data about themselves and lo control the collection, use, and dissemination of such information This definition is grounded on the conviction that, in the end. information about individuals belongs to the individuals themselvesindeed, such information is the essence of individuality.
While recognizing that an individual divulges information about himself for a purposein exchange for a good, service or benefit, or as required under lawthis approach holds that the information is nonetheless his, and thai he retains rights with respect to it.
In general, with respecl to the operations of government, privacy legislation is designed to enable individuals lo control how, when, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others especially where such communications are related to the decision-making or administrative processes which affect them personally.
Consequently, privacy legislation normally contains provisions designed to control national or federal data banks, with controls on collection, storage, dissemination, retention and corrections of personal information. In many countries, the exercise of the rights under privacy is assisted through requirements to list or report on all personal data collection activities The emphasis in many countries is on the surveillance of compuierized rather than manually recorded information Much of the pressure for greater openness in govemmeni has been relieved by legislation on privacy, even though this aspect has been treated separately from disclosure of govemmeni information of the more general kind.
In Canada, privacy legislation finds its expression in Part IV of the Canadian Human Rights Act It requires that after March I . I98t) the government shall inform data sources who knowingly provide information to a govemment institution, during the course of collection, the purpose and use to which the information will be put (4) This rider applies specifically lo administrative uses of information for decision-making purposes which impact directly on the individual concerned Apart from privacy concerns, many other Acts of Parliament set stringent conditions on access lo their records Some Acts stale specifically which officers or which other Departments can have access to their data Most of these access restrictions for administrative purposes are presently also used to deny access for research purposes and in some instances even to deny access to archivists when the latter wish to appraise the historical or research value of records.
Required Legal Environment
Before outlining some of the basic legal principles which Parliament should embrace through legislation, the research community would do well to take note of a comment in the decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in the "Kissinger Case." (5) The Justices quoting the Senate Report to the Federal Records Act of 1950 highlighted that: "It is well to emphasize that records come into existence, or should do so, not in order to fill filing cabinets or occupy fioor space, or even to satisfy archival needs of this and future generations, [one would assume that this means the needs of the research community] but first of all to serve the administrative and executive purposes of the organization that creates them There is a danger of this simple, self-evident fact being lost for lack of emphasis, ,," (6) lASSIST NEWSLETTER vol. 4 nos.3&4
The stalemenl applies universally to administrative records of all organizations, including those in the public sector Changes in the legal environmeni which would assist in meeting the needs of the research community must at the least be compatible with administrative requirements Fortunately. a legal environment which stresses efficient and costeffective management of recorded information will also, as we shall see, encourage the making available of administrative data for research purposes.
The legal environment required lo allow for access to government administrative and survey data should embody the following concepts;
• that no government record may be destroyed or altered in any form without proper authority; • that the government be able to identify, inventory, and describe all their information holdings; • that the government be able to identify and know the information contents of all its data collection activities;
• that institutions of government be permitted to disclose government records under their control lo any scholar or research institution for research purposes; such records to be in both identifiable and anonymized microdala and in original and complete form without legal barrier or statutory exemptions.
• that the government accepts the principle that the security sensitivity of classiTied records declines with the passage of time and that declassification schemes are established and implemented.
• that for all government records a "life-cycle" is established and adhered to e . records retention and disposal schedules).
• that the research community apart from their rights as individuals under privacy and as individuals or groups under freedom of information be granted the right to advise the government in its decision-making process pertaining to the disposal ( In return for authorizing the alteration of records from one storage medium to another, eg, paper to microfilm or machine readable form, the Dominion Archivist would retjuire a sample to be forwarded to the archives. Sampling schemes adopted for such series of case files or data banks should;
• be applicable to the paper, micrographic and machine readable components of a data bank;
• be consistent with the technology used for processing the information of that data bank;
• be cost-effective and administratively implementable, given the human and financial resources at hand; • be statistically acceptable,
• allow for longitudinal studies, ie , be periodic and consistent;
• allow for comparative studies, i.e., be integrated with other data banks so as to create as high a probability as possible in capturing information on the same data subject from different data banks The last point touches on the problem of record linkage Record linkage is the process whereby data from different record systems are linked on a case-by-case basis, on grounds that any of the single record systems is incomplete either with respect to data or required coverage or both Record linkage is used to "reconstitute" large portions of (past) populations or to consider "statistically" any large population or sample in a multivariate context.
For most large data banks the basic file series is organized by unique identifiers such as the Social Insurance Number, corporate taxation number, or like unique systematic numerical or symbolic identifiers. Derivative file series, e.g.. frauds and persecutions, appeals, are organized either as part of a mam file series with colour coding or as a separate file series, often in alphabetical sequence Other ca,se files whose existence is the result of voluntary rather than mandatory participation are often organized alphabetically within some subject, geographic region, or industrial or product coding schemes.
The approach of the archivist has always been that of sampling. It is estimated that on the whole the Public Archives presently selects for permanent retention less than 59r of all the paper records. Case files can be selected for permanent retention on the basis of any of the Basically, the archivist uses two general kinds of sampling techniques, "judgement sampling" and "probability sampling " In both cases the archivist selects for permanent retention a collection of records on only a few members of the universe. A more common term for judgement sampling is selective retention, while probability sampling or just "sampling" is a technical term for a procedure whereby one selects a number or "sample" of items from a defined "population" of items in such a way that every item in the population has a known chance of being selected. For example, if one decided to sample by terminal digit 5 of the
Social Insurance
Number one would know that the probability of any individual being in the sample would be 1 out of 10 or lU9f Should one instead decide to sample first letter of ti.e surname, for example by the letter "R", the probability would be 1 in 2U or 59t. The exact details of sample scheme for administrative and survey data will be presented at a later date. (7) If one can now assume that the Dominion Archivist has acquired administative data banks in loio or in sample form, these are some of the basic parameters that might be applied to the release of microdata under controlled conditions:
• there must be a legitimate and important research purpose to be served by the process;
• the researcher must sign a written contract specifying the degree of detail below which information taken from the microdata may not be disclosed;
• al time of the conclusion of the research project or no later than some specified date, the researcher, if granted temporary pos.session of microdata, must either return such data to the Public Archives or submit an affidavit as to Its destruction;
• there must be a prohibition against dissemination of the microdata to a third party without the written authorization of the Dominion Archivist;
• the researcher must submit a copy of the publication containing the data derived from the microdata to the Public Archives and in some cases prior to publication;
• significant and mandatory sanctions or penalties for improper disclosure of microdata would have to be founded in law;
• the researcher must have available an ombudsman mechanism to deal with confiicls relating to the terms of a research contract before it is signed;
where the researcher is allowed to take the microdata to his own facilities for processing and analysis, the facilities should provide a level of security comensurate with that required for the microdata A Sample Application-The Federal Government
In terms of actual application, we can consider the following (hypothetical) example for a socio-economic program (SEP)
The program is about to shift from a totally paper mode to a multi-storage media approach, i.e , paper, microform and EDP. For (b) and (c) , no separate samples would be taken as it is assumed that for (c) there would be a code for "appeals" in the EDP record For file series 3, a SVr sample would be taken of all those whose first letter of the surname starts wiih an "R " (Note: 10% of the "R's" would also be found in the level 1 , EDP • a 10% sample consisting of the lener "R" (4.94%) and the letters "A" (2.92%) and "N" (1.69%). While the letter "B" for example would give a 10% sample directly such a sample would not be "linkable" to file senes .1
One should therefore approach alphabetic sampling in terms of "common building blocks."
In our hypothetical example, the department agrees with this sampling plan, knowing that the Public Archives will abide by the access and disclosure provisions of the legislation pertaining to this data. Some of the data can be made readily available in anonymized form, eg., the EDP portion, and the remainder will become available at a later date. This assures a respect for the totality of the "fonds " Now this is a single case. If the same approach were applied to cover all the data banks, a national archival sample would be created
The matter of a national archival sampling strategy for administrative data would include advice to the Dominion Archivist from such agencies as Statistics Canada, the national research councils, and the research community. In order lo maximize the probability of record linkage for longitudinal and comparative studies, a national archival sampling strategy would have to be applied uniformly lo all administrative data. The immediate benefit would be a reduction in survey costs and resulting paperbucden It may well happen that a government institution "A" wishes to use the data collected by another department "B" (administrative or survey data) for research purposes.
However, the legal questions involved may take some time to resolve Department "A" makes its case to the Public Archives, which in turn requests Department "B" to deposit a copy of the data in question, e.g., a machine readable data set and documentation, in the Public Archives, which will hold the magnetic tape until the legal differences are resolved. Such a mechanism might be of particular interest to government departments, in thai ii provides for a single "neutral" depository of administrative data, thus ensuring that longitudinal series can be created without a sudden hiatus caused by some legal problems of direct transfer from "A" to The Public Archives would be the neutral repository of these samples, which would be subject to the transfer conditions and prevailing legislation. When demand from the research community warrants, "public use files" would be prepared.
In other instances, a research file would be created from the master file. The Public Archives may even decide to split the master file into two separate components, removing all unique identifiers lo a XREF file and substituting a control number instead The research community would peruse the federal government inventory of data banks (required under FOI and privacy legislation) and the national archival sample to determine whether the administrative data being archived (and the variables contained therein) met their research needs If not, a researcher or a research project could make its wishes known to the Dominion Archivist for the permanent retention of certain administrative data, even though legal and financial problems pertaining to access for research purposes may take some time lo resolve. The ombudsman mechanism could be fulfilled through the creation of a special committee of the already existing advisory council on public records consisting of representatives of the learned societies and like representative bodies. Washington. DC I'd like to start by making a few statements in general about user surveys, and then to discuss their goals, their different varieties, and finally some methodological pointers First, there's no such thing as an "end user" Second, information isn't a commodity like a bar of soap which can be bought, sold, and priced "over the counter."
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Third, don't believe that users and potential users can tell you pointblank what they really want and need in the way of information services.
Finally, the more you know about a user before you conduct a user survey, the better off you'll be User survey goals can be classified into the following five categorie:s: * Input prior to system development.
You may want to find out the needs of a potential user group before you invest a lot of dollars in the development of systems or services. This kind of user survey is difficult to conduct since what people suy they may need and what they actually end up using may be two entirely different things.
Information about your competition.
You may be in the process of developing a system or service, and you may want to assure yourself that related information products and services, i e., your "competition." are not satisfying the same needs. This kind of survey is essentially a form of intelligence gathering, and conducting it will force you to consider how your product or service will supplement what is already available Identity of current users.
You may have a system in operation, and you may want to find out not only how and why people are using your system, but whether they are satisfied with what your system is supplying This is what most people consider to be a "user survey." Potential users.
You may have a system which is operating and satisfying the needs of a certain core group of users But you want to expand the system's use You must then seriously think about potential user populations and how to ask
